
Standard Features and Options 
 

 Suitable for weather and vandal tamper resistant  

applications 

 Key lockable 

 Hinged door with stays 

 2mm Polycarbonate cover 

 Poster Holder Clips-for full size posters 

 Concealed wall fixings 

 Standard A size posters only 

 

The MD1 Lockable Poster Frames are suited for applications where exposure to the weather and vandalism is moderate.  

These lockable poster display frames are suitable for full-size posters which can be held in place by the integrated poster holder 

clips. They’re only available in a range of standard poster sizes. 

The MD1 is a cheap but reliable poster case that displays information clearly and securely. They are functionally more reliable 

and tamper resistant than snap clip frames. 

Typical applications include movie poster frames, advertising, promotional and menu boards and notices in public places. 

 

Not quite right? View related products… 

MD6 Keyless Secure Poster Frame - for economical, slim, simple and reliable cases, custom sizes and finishes. 

HD1 Harsh Duty Poster Frame - vandal proof outdoor poster cases. 

HD3 Curved Poster display Sign Frame - For stylish modular durable custom cases. 

MD1 Lockable Poster Frames 

Economical, Quick Delivery 

MD1PF 

Dimensions 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  

30mm deep Aluminium frame.  

Visual size is minus 90mm from overall dimensions. 

Prices are exclusive of GST & delivery 

 

All designs and principles represented in this document are the intellectual property of Arrow Alpha Industries and as such are covered under the laws of Australian copyright.  
They cannot be reproduced, copied or distributed without written permission from Arrow Alpha. 

 
As product specifications may change, please consult with Arrow Alpha to ensure all information is correct prior to ordering. 
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Sizes (Overall Dimensions) Price 

A3: 367 x 490mm $82 

A2:  490 x 665mm $95 

A1:  665 x 910mm $154 

A0:  910 x 1260mm $234 

http://arrowalpha.com.au/product/md6-keyless-poster-frame/
http://arrowalpha.com.au/product/hd1-vandal-resistant-community-notice-board/
http://arrowalpha.com.au/product/hd3-curved-display-case-sign-frame/

